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Natural colour palette is always pleasant for human eye and comfortable for using in living space.
These colours make people feel relaxed, safe, and serene, as they were used at homes since the
beginning of mankind.

In this project, I tried to connect the peaceful feeling and new technologies that make the
apartment the most comfortable space for people to live in.

This place was created for young couple that travels a lot, have a bunch of friends and a big family
to hang around at their home.

As this penthouse is based in Kyiv, I used a lot of Ukrainian brands such as Fild (lightening), Interia
(sofa), and Mazepa (chairs and stools).

Also, one of the main feature is unusual fulfillment of the kitchen. It does not the traditional upper
part of the kitchen — only the stylish shelf with backlight.

Moreover, the kitchen apron is made of porcelain tile from Atlas Concorde. Mosaico porcelain tiles
were used for bar and its top is made of big slab with marble effect from Atlas Plan.
Armourcoat finishing from Factura.ua plays a role of an ideal background for all pieces of furniture and
keeps the pleasant light effect at home.

Kreoo covering from Listelli is the best choice for this naked kitchen as these little spots make
amazing accents on the floor. The rest of the living space on the first floor is covered by MAFI parquet
from Listelli. The Intelligent home system from Intelcity makes possible to set home cinema which is
fabulous feature for a young family.



 

The cost of the project is listed in order of construction works in this table :

Naming Amount U.m. GBP Price, GBP 

Wall mounting 8,9 cb.m. 35 311,5 

Concrete floor arrangement 332 sq.m. 6 1992 

Electrical wiring 155 pcs. 45 6975 

Ceiling arrangement 332 sq.m. 12 3984 

Decorative plaster 156 sq.m. 55 8580 

Porcelain tile 42 sq.m. 75 3150 

Bar and mosaic wall    9420 

Stairs    4800 

Tile 85 sq.m. 486 41310 

Parquet 207 sq.m. 99 20493 

Lightening    12300 

Kitchen    2688 

Furniture    48200 

Bathroom arrangement    28000 

Textile and carpets    7300 

   Total 199503,5 


